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Welcome and Review of Agenda
Marco welcomed the group and reviewed the agenda.
Marco asked if anyone had corrections or additions to the December meeting minutes. No
comments were noted so the minutes will be posted to the web.
Terry Drochak introduced himself. Terry will be replacing Ken Stone representing WSDOT
Environmental office on the Roadway team.
Annual AGC meeting - feedback
Marco asked the team for feedback on this year’s annual AGC meeting. In general – everyone
liked the facility and the food. The agenda also was well received – particularly updates on
upcoming projects and the fish barrier program discussion.
Luminaire Pole procurement time – update
Two United States based suppliers for luminaire poles have recently gone out of business. Due
to fewer suppliers, procurement times are longer than normally encountered. Marco asked the
Contractors if they have heard of any changes concerning procurement times. It is still taking
about 180 day’s lead-time to get poles manufactured. Jason indicated the some fencing materials
are also taking a long time right now to procure.
Drone Survey Presentation
Josh Hawes and Robert Erdt from Ryka UAS attended todays’ meeting to provide a presentation
on using Drones to map projects.
• Ryka UAS specializes in unmanned aerial surveying and data processing for construction,
civil, and environmental industries.
• Ryka has flown over 1500 survey & inspection missions.
• Current on call agreement executed with WSDOT, requests need to be made from a PM
level.
• Experience working with the latest sensors technology available.
• Network of collaborators including UW, MicaSense, and engineering & environmental
specialists.
Robert discussed some of the capabilities of the equipment and typical uses. Unmanned aircraft
have been successfully used to inspect infrastructure that is difficult to access. The aerial data
collected is processed to produce images, maps, and reports. The data can also be integrated with
other pre-existing data bases such as GIS and CAD.
Robert did acknowledge that photogrammetry created by drones does not have the same level of
accuracy/capabilities as Lidar but it is much cheaper. He reiterated that Photogrammetry is the
primary method for producing data products.
• Industry studies show +/- 1-3% difference in relative and absolute accuracies.
• Photogrammetry can achieve the same results for cheaper.
• It’s not a replacement for LiDAR. LiDAR is still useful for terrestrial scanning, heavy foliage
penetration, and large scale mapping when needed.

There was some open discussion concerning accuracy when calculating earthwork quantities. It
was felt that the accuracy realized by this method is probably as good as conventional survey and
that issues associated with shrink/swell are still realized.
A couple of case studies were then reviewed to highlight timelines associated with developing
models and generating products and report.
Drone Pilot Projects
Marco mentioned that WSDOT is going to pilot one of the off-ramps on the Marvin Road
Interchange project. The Project is currently set up for conventional surveying but we will use a
WSDOT owned drone to fly the project and calculate earthwork to compare to conventionally
generated quantities.
Mark Allen also agreed to conduct a similar pilot project on the Medical Lake interchange
project.
Marco did let the team know he has not yet been successful in finding a pilot fish barrier project.
This item will be kept on the agenda for further discussion.
Electronic Ticket taking pilot project - update
Richard Glass from KLB was back to provide and update on electronic ticket taking. Richard
used a short power point to highlights some of the details of the proposed process. Truck Drivers
will use their cell phone to take a picture of the ticket and then an app will be added to record
longitude, latitude and time for when materials are delivered.
KLB plans to pilot this process this summer on the South Union Gap interchange project. This
topic will remain on the agenda for updates.
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Welcome and Review of Agenda
Marco welcomed the group and reviewed the agenda.
Marco asked if anyone had corrections or additions to the February meeting minutes. No
comments were noted so the minutes will be posted to the web.

RCA embankment/permitting
Bruce discussed recent progress made on the classification of recycled concrete on the Viaduct
Demolition project. The project proposes to use recycled concrete from the viaduct to backfill
the decommissioned Battery Street tunnel which will be owned by the City of Seattle. Initially a
resource agency determination had been made that filling a tunnel with recycled concrete would
require a solid waste permit. Ultimately the recycled concrete was not classified as solid waste.
This determination was consistent with recycled legislation that declared recycled material was
too valuable to waste and not considered solid waste. Currently there is language in the draft
transportation budget as well to state that recycled material is not solid waste.

RCA for Spalls
Jeff started discussion on using recycled concrete spalls (4 to 8 inch) for nonstructural purposes.
Currently recycled spalls are prohibited for use on TESC items such as construction entrances.
Marco asked Elsa Pond from the WSDOT Environmental Services Office to discuss where the
prohibition originates. Elsa said the prohibition comes from Ecology’s Stormwater Management
Manual. Continued degradation/breakdown and the release of pH to water and ground is the
concern. Elsa stated that until the Ecology Manual prohibition is resolved, WSDOT cannot
make a specification change. Elsa also mentioned that the Ecology Manual is currently open for
comment. Bill agreed to be the lead in the event anyone wanted to comment.
MMA over temp stripe
Currently the specifications require that temporary stripe be removed prior to placing permanent
markings. This specification however has not been applied consistently. Some Project
Engineers require that temporary striping be removed before MMA is placed and some do not.
There are time and cost advantages to placing MMA over temp stripe. There are also questions
on the effect on long term durability of the new application. Manufacturer recommendations
vary but most recommend a clean cured surface. The HQ Mats Lab reached out to the
manufacturers on the QPL. One provided a recommendation that the product would perform if
placed over temp paint (but could not warrant the installation as environmental conditions were
out of their control) while another suggested they would not recommend the practice of placing
MMA over temporary paint. The group agreed that, prior to making any decisions, stronger
positions were needed form the manufactures. Colin and Ron will work towards this and a
potential Construction Manual clarification.

Luminaire Pole procurement time – update
Marco recapped the current issue. Two United States based suppliers for luminaire poles have
recently gone out of business. Due to fewer suppliers, procurement times are longer than
normally encountered (24 weeks). Recently the procurement time issue has been gotten worse

due to flooding in Nebraska which has set one of the remaining suppliers back an additional 4
weeks.

Geosynthetic Wall Measurement
Neal recapped the issues that have been raised concerning geo-synthetic retaining wall
measurement. One issue that needs to be addressed is that overlapping strap/backfill zones are
sometimes estimated twice in the design estimate. Neal said that he has an opportunity to
address this with the WSDOT Statewide Plans Review Group in April. The second issue
discussed is that WSDOT does not deduct from embankment compaction even though wall
backfill compaction is measured as part of the wall construction. The group reviewed the
Section 2-03.4 for embankment compaction measurement and it does not deduct backfill from
the embankment compaction measurement. The Team requested that Section 2-03.4 be clarified
further as to WSDOT’s intent. The third issue discussed was the measurement of strap zone
backfill quantities. Neal explained that the length of the backfill zone (L) is established by
Standard Plan D-3.09-00 for the various geosynthetic wall types. As (L) is based on height and
remains the same regardless of materials strength requirements, WSDOT measures and pays
based on the dimensions in the Standard Plans. Neal and Marco stated that currently there is not
Construction Manual guidance on geosynthetic or structural earth walls. Neal will develop new
CM language for both sections. This item will remain on the agenda.
Retiring old temp barrier detail
Marco explained that new standards are being implemented for concrete barrier. The new style
will be F-shaped barrier. The shape differs from that of Jersey barrier. The change to F- shaped
barrier applies to temporary and permanent applications. There should not be any fabrication of
the Jersey shape after 2019. There will be a grace period during the transition when existing
Jersey barrier could be used. Marco will verify that period. In order to measure them potential
impact of the change the team agreed that feedback from barrier suppliers and guardrail
contractors was in order. Several agreed to reach out to both to get more information.
Action Item: Marco to supply the new Standard plan to the team.

New Wall Types
Larry shared catalog cuts for several walls that were not currently on the WSDOT GDM Manual
preapproved wall list. Included were T Wall, Gravix and a new Hilficker option. Marco walked
the group through WSDOTs approval process and committed to providing a list of walls that
have been submitted and are currently under review for inclusion on the GDM list.
Action Item: Marco will share a list of walls currently under review.

Media Filter Drain Payment
Marco explained that he is currently researching how many drain variations there are and
variations in measurement and payment for each. There are 6 different media filter drain options
published in the WSDOT Highway Runoff Manual and several other project specific variations.
The team will consider ways to standardize measurement and payment for the drains.
Additionally, the Team asked for research on the long term effectiveness of the drains. More to
come on this topic.
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Welcome and Review of Agenda
Marco welcomed the group and reviewed the agenda.
Marco asked if anyone had corrections or additions to the April meeting minutes. No comments
were made so the minutes will be posted to the web.
Phasing out New Jersey Barrier – update
Marco recapped discussions that the group has been having concerning the transition to the new
F-shaped barrier. Tim Moeckel from WSDOT safety group in Project Development provided
information on why the change was happening, stating that the new requirements are due to
vehicles getting taller and heavier and new crash testing requirements (MASH compliant).
Temporary concrete barrier installations can still be the old style Jersey barrier, but all new
barrier manufactured after January 2020 will need to be the new F shape. New permanent
installation will also need to the new F shaped barrier.
Industry representatives Ron Petersen of Petersen Brothers and Matt McDaniel of PSC were on
hand to lend their perspective on hurdles moving forward. Ron recommended that the new
barrier standard plans need to be out as soon as possible to prepare suppliers for the demand.
Ron also said that plans for transition pieces (Jersey to F, F to high performance, etc.) need to be
developed and released as soon as possible too. Tim said that the new F shaped standard plans
would be available in September of this year. He will check on the status of a standard plan for
transitions sections. Ron also suggested that the connection points utilize a pin / wire rope
option that is in place now. This is due for ease of construction (production) and repair of
damaged barrier. Matt felt that a transition period of 5 years to phase out the old Jersey barrier
would be difficult and a longer phase out period helpful. Some in the group suggested a 10-year
phase out would be best.
The group discussed recycling of the retired barrier and the potential to get it approved for
barrier concrete aggregate. Marco will check into this.
This topic will stay on the agenda. It will be important to monitor progress and developments
over the next few years.
9-14 update
Julie Hartwig from WSDOT Roadside Development and Jon Keeth presented slides describing
the changes to Sections 9-14, Erosion Control and Roadside Planting, of the Standard
Specifications. The changes will be included in the 2020 spec book package for
review. Notable changes included the materials section where requirements have been
condensed to a table form and streamlined from the previous version and the development of
forms to be used when submitting on mulch and select other products.
Media Filter Drain
Brandon Slone from the WSDOT Environmental Services Office was on hand to present
information on media filter drains. Media filter drains are an approved Dept. of Ecology BMP
and have been proven to function very well. Brandon walked the group through the three zones
of the media filter – no vegetation, grass strip, and compost, describing the function of each.
Part of the discussion talked about pH being altered and the benefits. The group was interested in

knowing if project generated high pH water could be distributed on slopes with MDF to reduce
pH. Additional discussion concerning standardizing and streamlining the measurement and
payment for media filter drains took place.
Marco will continue to address measurement and payment issues associated with MFD. This
item will stay on the agenda for the next meeting.
UDBE Update
Denys Tak presented UDBE specification changes that will be required for projects going to
advertisement after June 3, 2019. These changes are required by FHWA. Highlights include:


Documents due 48 hours after bid opening (Condition of Responsiveness) including DBE
Item Break Down and DBE Truck Credit if DBE trucking is listed as a description of
work.



Actions required within 5 days of bid opening – OEO may follow up by requesting
corrections to Bid Item/Truck Credit. Provided documents are acceptable at the end of 5
days, HQ OEO provides award clearance.



Prior to work subcontracts are provided to Region OEO for review.
Equip lease Agreement are provided to PEO/Region/OEO for review.
Truck Unit listing Log updates to PEO/Region/OEO for review.



New On-site Reviews will be performed for every DBE. A new on-site review form has
been developed with updated questions.

CCP relief cuts – follow up
Deferred to a later date.
MMA over temp stripe
Colin gave a quick update concerning placing MMA stripe over temporary stripe. Progress has
been made in obtaining more definitive guidance from the manufactures suggesting it is
allowable under certain circumstance. For example, temporary paint stripe with a thickness less
than 15 mil – it would be acceptable to place MMA over the top. This would eliminate the need
to hydro remove temp stripe. Minor modification to the standar specification will be made to
allow MMA over temp stripe with concurrence of the MMA manufacture.
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Welcome and Review of Agenda
Marco welcomed the group and reviewed the agenda. The meeting minutes from September
were accepted.
Phasing out New Jersey Barrier – cont.
Marco briefly recapped discussions the team has been having concerning the transition to the
new F-shaped barrier. New installations will need to be F shaped barrier starting in January.
Old style New Jersey barrier will still be allowed in temporary locations.
It was noted that the SW Region median barrier project that requires the new barrier came in
higher than typical F shaped barrier, as was expected. All agreed that procurement times need to
be evaluated carefully when developing contracts. It will take pre-castors some time to get new
steel form fabricated and build up significant quantities of the new barrier. Trucking for the
heavier barrier should also be considered when estimating time and developing contract
schedules.
John Donahue showed a video that outlined the reasons new MASH requirements are being
implemented. The driving factor is that over time vehicles have gotten heavier and have a higher
center of gravity. John also shared a CIP to F shape transition detail that has been developed
since the last meeting. The detail utilizes a metal shoulder piece along with thrie beam
connection, which does not require a CIP transition for the F shaped barrier.
The phase out for the temporary New Jersey was also discussed. Industry prefers that it be based
on the life cycle of the existing inventory. It was agreed to revisit the issue periodically to get a
better sense of how the market and industry are changing to the new barrier type.
RCA usage – cont.
Marco recapped results for recycled concrete usage thru 9/18/19 and provided discussion points
from a meeting with Chris Christopher and Bruce Chattin. The meeting reviewed last season
usage, and discussed options to encourage use of more recycled concrete aggregate moving
forward. They agreed that projects in urban areas are where the biggest opportunity lies, and
where the focus should be. Chris also tasked the Design Build group to evaluate ways to place
value on recycled materials used in Design Build selection processes.
Bruce asked the group what were the obstacles to achieving more recycled materials use.
Several from the group provided feedback that includes:





The price point has risen since the legislation was introduced.
Cities/local agencies are reluctant to use RCA while others restrict it.
Roller pattern density testing (test point evaluation) is costly and not efficient.
Some WSDOT PEO’s are reluctant. Marco did request Contractors let him know if there
is WSDOT PE residence to using RCA.

Suggestions to promote more RCA usage included ;
-

force account rolling patterns

-

provide a monetary incentive per unit
local programs encourage local agencies/cities.

Bill requested that a midyear report be provided to help track how we are doing towards meeting
the annual goal.
Construction joints in cement concrete gutter/sidewalk
Differed to next meeting.
Materials Fabrication and stamping
Kyle Caufman presented the group with a new method for accepting standard plan drainage
structures that would not require an approved for shipment stamp. The WSDOT Materials
Fabrication inspection Office periodically inspects and witnesses testing of Standard Plan
precast concrete drainage structures at approved fabricators. During this inspection, samples of
each type of Standard Plan drainage structure are inspected and tested, to verify compliance with
the Standard Specifications, and Standard Plans.
For a 90-day period from the date of manufacture, Standard Plan drainage structures may be
shipped and accepted based on “Standard Plan Precast Concrete Drainage Structure
Acceptance Reports.” The precast concrete drainage structure that ships must be at the age or
older than the precast concrete drainage structure tested and represented by the Standard Plan
Precast Concrete Drainage Structure Acceptance Report. This report is prepared by the
Materials Fabrication Inspector, and copies are thereafter supplied by the fabricator to
accompany each shipment of Standard Plan drainage structures. Frame and grates would still
be stamped.
Kyle also said that Signs, can now be inspected by the WSDOT PEO’s at the job site. The
PEO would be responsible for placing the decal on the signs.

Scaleman’s Daily Report
Marco asked the group if there was any suggestions on revising the Scaleman’s Daily Report. It
was noted that some pits tare every truck. Another suggestion was to tare once a day and not
worry about the fuel load reduction or increase. This issue will be left on the agenda and
revisited as input is received.
Electronic Ticket pilot project – update
Richard Glass presented KLB’s pilot project utilizing electronic ticketing. The pilot utilized an
application, which collects pictures of delivery tickets along with pickup and placement
information generated by the driver. The information is transmitted by the driver’s cell phone
and collected by the application. The application is able to categorize and sort the ticket
information numerous ways. The application also has the ability to display load information on
maps. The maps are interactive as well. Refinement of the application is ongoing. The biggest

challenge in the pilot project was getting numerous users proficient with using the App on their
cellphones.
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